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stern News 
Monday, November 30, 1987 
. . . wil l  be cloudy with a 30 percent 
chance of rain and snow. Highs will be 
near 40. Monday night will be cloudy 
and colder with the lows in the mid to 
upper 20's. 
Eastern I ll inois University I Charleston,  Il l. 61 9 20 I Vol . 73, No. 661-1 2  Pages 
ping arms 
hman theater arts major Brian Schultz 
his girlfriend move back into Andrews 
after vacation Sunday afternoon by 
ROB.B MONTGOMERY I Staff photographer 
carrying . an armload of - her belongings. 
Students were able to move back into the 
residence halls after 1 p.m . Sunday. 
Gradu�te gift 
_sets up fund 
By JEFF BRITT 
Administration editor 
Eastern's Foundation was 
willed $250,000 to serve as an 
endowment fund for education 
scholarships -Tuesday from an 
Eastern graduate. 
The ''Ray C. and Evelyn B. 
Duncan Teaching Scholarship" 
was willed to Eastern by Ray 
Duncan, who attended Eastern 
in the 1930s, said Foundation 
Executive Officer Daniel 
Thornburg , who is also 
E a s te r n 's d i r e c t o r  o f  
University Relations. 
"His reason was to donate the 
money in an endowment fund 
for the purpose of providing 
scholarships for Crawford 
County students who want to 
go specifically into teaching," 
said David Musgrave, Foun­
dation president. "It's only 
good for education majors." 
The donation was announced 
Tuesday at the Quail Creek 
Country Club in Robinson, 
which is Musgrave's city. He is 
also president of the First 
National Bank of Robins-on. 
Duncan , who died in 
February, was 83, Thornburgh 
said. He was superintendent of 
Crawford_ County, where the 
city of Robinson is, from 1952 
to 1964 when he retired, 
Thornburgh said. Before that, 
he was superintendent of the 
Martinsville School District 
from 1941 to 1952. 
"Principals of high schools in 
Crawford County can nominate 
individuals,"  Thornl:>urgh said. 
A committee at the College of 
Education will make recom­
mendations to Dean of 
Education Chuck Joley, and he 
will select the winners in late 
April or early May. 
The first scholarships from 
the endowment will be 
awarded in the fall semester of 
1988, Thornburgh said. ''There 
Will be earnings of $4 to $5000 
available for the scholarship's 
first year," Thornburgh said. 
He added those funds will 
only come from a half year. "In 
succeeding years, hopefully, 
we'll have $8,000 to $10,000." 
The money puts the Foun­
dation past the 87 percent 
mark in its 10th decade 
catnpaign. "With this $250,000 
endowment," said Thornburgh, 
''We i:..re just under 88 percent 
of our 10th decade campaign." 
ow flurries_ give glimpse of winter weather 
Id spell upholds Thanksgiving prediction for local weatherman 
Weather Observer Dallas Price 
Sunday's flurries, reported to have 
started at 12:30 p.m., were the "first 
observable snow that I have observed," 
Price said. 
precipitation than usual, but all 
precipitation will be in the form of 
snow. 
He said he was at a slight disad­
vantage in forecasting weather because 
he did not have the up-to-date in­
struments used by the National 
Weather Service. 
is gratified because snow 
on Sunday held true his 
n of snow before the end of the 
:vin_g vacation. 
Price said the National Weather 
Service is predicting a colder winter 
than in the past few years. 
Price said rainfall and snowfall must 
both be measured in the winter to 
acurately predict the amount of 
precipitation. Precipitation, according 
to Price, is all forms of moisture in­
cluding rain, sleet, snow and hail. 
"You can only look at it from a 
climatological viewpoint," he said, 
referring to using past records to ' 
predict th� weather. ,, 
. Price said there is a good chance 
precipitation in November will be close 
to average. 
ational Weather. Service had 
light snow for both Sunday 
ynight. 
last three days Price said he 
ed 1 % inches of rain. 
"I've been thinking that a good 
while," Price said about the chances of 
a hard winter. 
If the weather is colder this winter, 
Price said there may not be more 
Price said this time of year is about 
average for the first observable snow 
flurries. 
pkins scholarship 
ors late professor 
Scholarships were 
ed at the last EIU 
"on meeting in honor 
J. Hopkins, an Ea�tern 
commu n i c a t i o n  
who died a year ago. 
Jon J. Hopkins 
Speech Ecluc�tion 
ips recognize "the 
the Hopkfus..f amily, 
and colleagues and 
of Dr. Hopkins to his 
of service to the 
"ty," said Director of 
ment Charles Ross, 
· desire to provide 
in this particular case, 
Foundation to provide 
"ps in the future. '" 
Scholarships are for 
ce in speech COJll • 
munication and service to the 
university. 
"This is.a desire of the family­
of Mrs. (Mildred) Hopkins and 
the children of Mr. Hopkins 
· followirig his death," Ross said. 
He said the scholarships are 
supported by an endowment 
fund, and wouldn't reveal the 
amount of money involved. 
"However,_ to get up an en­
dowment fund iq the Foa 
dation . takes a minimum of 
$2,500," Ross said. 
An endowment fund is 
money that is put in the bank. 
Interest is drawn from the 
account while the original sum 
stays in the bank. 
"The scholarships will be 
following criteria set up by 
Mrs. Hopkins and approved by 
the Foundation Board." 
Cuban prisoners release hostages 
OAKDALE, La .  
(AP)-Cuban prisoners 
Sunday released the 26 
hostages they had been 
holding for more than a 
week at the Federal 
Detention Center here. 
The freed hostage s ,  
dressed in fresh clothes, 
grinned broadly as they 
walked from the Federal 
Detention Center at 2:25 
p.m. They were greeted by 
applause and whistles from 
authorities and re!ath.res. 
The men were put aboard 
prison buses. 
It was unclear how many 
of the 26 hostages had been 
nleased, but a count as they 
walked out indicated at least 
21. 
The 950 inmates had held 
the hostages since rioting 
began on Nov. 2 1 .  The 
Cubans, facing deportation 
to Cuba, have demanded Bishop, our le g al 
that they be allowed to representativ� and the news 
remain in the United States. media," one of the banners 
Televisio n c a m era s read. 
broadcasting into a news Roman's taped message 
media center two miles was shown to inmates on 
away from the center closed-circuit television sets 
showed inmates throWing set up around the perimeter 
their homemade weapons of the 40-acre detention 
into a pile at the center. center. 
The releases followed a Federal authorities said 
videotaped appeal to .the they might ask Roman to 
inmates from a Cuban-bom make a similar appeal to the 
Roman Catholic bishop. Atlanta inmates. 
ates inl.t i a 11 Y==,.... can't suggest to you 
responded by posted ban- anything significant is 
ners indicatin g they wanted occurring" during Sunday's 
to see Auxiliary Bishop face-to-face talks, U.S. 
Augustin Roman of Miami J u s tic e D e p art m e n t  
in person. Inmates had spokesman Thomas Stewart 
asked that Roman be said. 
allowed · to participate in The Cubans were among 
negotiations, but federal the 125,000 Cubans who 
authorities rejected the came to the United States in 
proposal. the Mariel boatlift in 1980: 
"We want to see the 
1 Monday, November 30, 1987 The Dall 
Associated Press 
State/Nation/World 
Laser may be used to fight·cancer 
I 
. CHICAGO-An advanced laser, developed to blast 
enemy missiles out of the sky, may become a weapon -, 
against cancer, a physicist reported Sunday. 
· 
. 
Treatments that might help detect breast cancer m 
younger woman and assess tissue d�age after heart 
attacks als0 are being explored, scientists said at an annual 
meeting of the Radiology Society of North America. 
The new laser known as the high energy free electron 
laser can createyisible or infrared. light, both of which are 
radiation-free, said Dr. John M.J. Madey of Stanford 
University. · .. 
Unlike conventional lasers, it can be tuned to different 
wavelengths to span the infrared and optical spectrums. 
If used to treat tumors, it would reduce the risk of 
damaging underlying healthy tissues, said Madey. He said 
he tested this on his own thumbnail. The light punctured 
the nail but there was no pain sensation. 
"Our assumption is that the light is totally absorbed in 
the first few microns and that the heat does not penetrate 
the nerve cells below the nail," said Madey. 
Carbondale native held in Atlanta. 
CARBONDALE (AP)-The anxious wait for a Southern 
Illinois family ended Sunday as Cuban detainees at the 
U.S. penitentiary in Atlanta released four hostages, in­
cluding Carbondale native Lawrence Greer. 
Greer is a prison counselor and \\'.as seized along with 
nearly 100 other hostages last week. 
In Carbondale, Greer's brother, Charles, said he was 
greatly relieved that Lawrence was freed. 
"lt's really hard what you go through in a situation like 
this," Charles said. 
He said relatives in Atlanta reported is that Lawrence is 
"doing great" dispite the ordeal. 
Fr�nch captive freed in Lebanon 
says Waite held in the next room 
PARIS (AP)-A French the same kidnappers, and was in 
hostage just freed in · Lebanon the room next to mine in the 
said Sunday that Terry Waite, ·apartment where I was held," he 
the Archbishop of Canterbury's said. 
-special envoy, was in the room Au�e was optimistic about 
next to him dUring his captivity more releases soon. 
and that American hostages were "I think the French goverment 
suffering greatly. 
' 
has now found the key to hostage 
Roger Augue, 31, a free-lance releases and that there will be 
journalist, was released Friday in more in the future," he said. 
Beirut by his Shiite Moslem Normandin and· Augue were 
kidnappers along with Jean- the sixth and seventh French 
Louis Normandin, 36, a lighting hostages freed since Premeir 
engineer for the Antenne 2 Jacques Chirac's conservatives 
television network. came to power in March 1986. · 
In an interview on French Chirac heatedly denied a report 
television, Augue said Waite also by the respected newspaper Le 
was being held by the Monde that a ransom was paid. 
R e  v ol u n  t i o n a r y  J u s t i c e  The French goverment has 
Organization. maintained an absolute silence 
"I knew that Terry Waite was on all matters relating to the 
held by the same people as me,. 
hostages and negotati 
their release. 
Waite dropped from · 
Beirut on Jan. 20 w · 
m1ss1on from the 
Church to negotiate with 
Jihad for the· release, of 
hostages · in Lebanolli 
whereabouts were 
though it was widely 
had been kidnapped. 
Augue said he leamed 
Americans being held 
Shiite · organization 
fering. 
Augue said he 
formation from a South 
diplomat, Do Chae-S 
napped Jan. 3 1 ,  1986 
Oct. 29, with whom he 
cell for two weeks. 
Inmates release four hostaQes, 
freedom of 11 6 othe,rs discussed 
ATLANTA (AP)-Cuban in­
mates released four hostages 
Sunday, but authorities reportecl 
no progress in talks aimed at 
winning freed.om for 116 others 
held since rioting at two federal 
in negotations. Authorities 
rejected the request. 
Saturday, left 90 hos 
the. control of 1,119 
mates in Atlanta, U.S. 
Department spokesman 
Stewart said. 
La'Wrence's cousin-Charles Michael Greer-is also an 
employee at the prison and was taken hostage briefly at 
the beginning of the incident, but was released. He also is a 
native of Carbondale. 
Goverment blamed for fallen bill 
SRINGFIELD-An effort to make school officials more 
accountable to the public fizzled in the waning days of the 
General · Msembly this year, and a news media official 
believes th�e.· g9vernor ap.(i, legislators should share the 
blame. 
prisons began a week ago. . 
A Roman Catholic bishop 
broadcast an appeal asking in­
mates to release 26 hostages in 
- �uisiana, and the 950 inmates 
renewed demands that the 
bishop be allowed to participate 
The Cubans seized control of 
the Federal Detention Center 
near Oakdale, La., on Nov. 21 
and the federal penitentiary in 
Atlanta two days later in riots 
sparked by a goverment an­
nouncement that many inmates 
would be returned to Cuba. 
The release of the four Atlanta 
hostages Sunday, plus the 
surrender of six Cubans on 
On Sunday, Atlanta 
used a tractor inside 
pound to gather g 
dump it into a pit, w · 
drapled what appeared 
laundry carts from one 
to another, also coll 
bage. 
Although it began as relatively innocuous public 
disclosure legislation, the measure was strengthened by 
the House before being shot down by a gubernatorial veto. 
The bill by Sen. Joyce Holmberg, D-Rockford, would 
have required a school board president or superintendent 
at each regular board meeting to repart any Freedorn of 
Information Act requests made to the district and their 
dispostition. · 
It sailed through the Senate 57-1 ,  but when it reached 
the House, the Elementary and ·Secondary Education 
Committee beefed it 'llP· 
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Many Poles vote on refe-rendum 
WARS AW , P o l a nd 
(AP)-Millions of Poles streamed 
to flag-bedecked polling stations 
around the country Sunday to 
vote in a referendum on radical 
economic reforms, including 
steep price increases, and more 
democracy. 
The referendum was the first 
in Poland in 4 1  years, but op­
position activists denounced it 'as 
a c.liarade and many people 
skipped casting their ballot. 
Police broke up an . anti­
referudum march in Gdansk, the 
largest of several protests around 
the country. 
Large numbers of Poles, 
however, clearly were intrigued 
by the chance to voice their views 
and expressed hope that the vote 
would improve life in Poland. 
Unlike past elections in 
Poland, voters had to actively 
mark the ballots in order to vote, 
not just choose a ballot, and were 
Come Share 
The holiqay 
encouraged to make their 
in secret. 
The goverment news 
PAP said turnout 
higher than in Po 
elections in 1985, when 
reported a participation 
nearly 80 percent. 
Polish television said 
2 p.m., 40 percent of 
cast ballots, about the 
as 1n the 1985 parlimen 
Cheer of Sisterhood 
with Alpha Sigma Tau 
December 1, 1987 
7 p.m. at the A.I:T 
House-For rides & info. 
345-7236 
Rosie Schniers will be 
another form of birth control 
night besides oral con­
es and condoms. The Schniers 
l family planning. 
mber class of natural family 
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the 
r classroom at Sarah Bush 
ealth Center. 
iers, a certified teacher of 
gs Ovulation Method, the 
to be taught Tuesday, said 
volves charting a woman's 
to discern when sexual ac-
possible with the least risk of 
pregnant. 
, who has been teaching for 
, said she teaches BOM 
"mainly we felt it was the most 
method." 
«there are other methods of 
family planning," she added. 
couples who attend natural 
planning are young people, 
ents, Schniers said, adding 
ideal couple is an unmarried 
eal time to come is before you 
"ed. Ideally that's the time to 
fore a couple is sexually 
ge session will last about l 1/2 
. A couple generally needs to 
o sessions to be proficient in 
'ers said. 
metimes do a class at the 
Center, 909 Lincoln Ave. We 
had one lately, though. None 
ed for the future. But, if I had 
college students call and say 
't come at the scheduled date, 
ge one," Schniers said. 
or registeration is necessary 
classes, which meet the first 
of each month, though each 
needs to purchase a $10 
k from Schniers in which to 
woman's ovulation. 
r, because the classes have no 
with Sarah Bush, interested 
need to contact Schniers at 
1, Schniers said. 
Monday, November 30, 1 987 
DAN REIBLE I Photo editor 
Eastern's campus is quiet and empty during the holidays · Students returned to campus Sunday afternoon after 
and vacations while students are away from classes. Thanksgiving vacation . 
· Break needed before finals rush 
By JAMES BETZOLD 
and BRUCE UNDERWOOD 
Staff writers 
The wind that blew light snow 
showers into the Charleston area 
Sunday afternoon proceeded to whisk 
Eastern students back on to campus, 
most with a refreshed attitude about 
the remainder of the fall semester. 
"I feel that the Thanksgiving break 
was much needed," said junior Angie 
Janssen. "It gave me some time to 
rest and also get ahead with my 
projects that are coming due." 
Students varied in their activities 
over Thanksgiving. While some took 
advantage of the time off to get 
classwork finished, others used the 
break as just that-a rest from the 
grind of classes. 
"The break is a help for doing 
(homework) papers in general," said 
graduate student Germot Becker. 
However, Eastern proved not to be 
the place to get those papers done, as 
many students learned. 
"The computer rooms should have 
been open over Thanksgiving br�ak 
for getting papers done and so on," 
Becker added. 
Several students arriving at Booth 
Library early Sunday afternoon were 
surprised to find the doors locked. 
The building was closed until 4 p.m. 
"I came back early to get some 
homework done," said junior Kim 
Porter outside Booth Library at 
about 2:30 p.m. Sunday. 
Booth Library normally opens at 
1:30 p.m. on Sundays and the change 
in hours was posted on the west 
entrance to the building. 
The break's proximity to the up­
coming finals .week added to its 
importance for some students. 
"You get so sick of · doing 
homework, and then with finals 
coming up·you need a break," Porter 
said. 
"It (the break) gives us time to 
refresh, and also gives us time to be 
with our loved ones," said graduate 
student Phil Alalibo. "It is a very 
good time to relax before finals." 
In addition, the traditional 
. meaning of Thanksgiving was not 
lost among Eastern students. 
The es8ence of the break is to give 
thanks to God for what he has given," 
Alalibo added. 
Residence halls reopened Sunday at 
1 p.m. and food service at all 
residence halls will resume Monday 
morning. 
Neither Charleston Police· nor 
University Police reported any in­
cidents on campus over the break. 
rkshop will center on adolescent, child depress.ion 
3 
suicide. We will discuss 
depression in adolescents and 
children." 
The depression will show up 
w h e n  c h i l d r e n  b e c o m e  
adolescents, he said, adding 
females often show signs 
through eating dissorders, 
while males try to deal with 
depression through substance 
abuse. 
Sanders said something is 
changing to make children 
become depressed at such a 
young age. 
victims and want to feel the 
same expressions of love they 
see felt, McCabe said. 
The workshop. will also 
provide friends and family 
with ways to n:�pond to 
warning signs,· 
unseling Center, 171 1 
St., is sponsoring the 
to give information on 
leading killer of 
nts. 
Sanders said questions to be 
discussed at the workshop 
reveal whether society is on the 
verge of an epidemic-like in­
crease of depression and 
suicide, why people kill 
themselves and why people 
can't talk about it openly. 
"The children who are 
depressed today will be our 
adolescents and college 
students of tommorrow," 
Sanders said. 
He said a "new thing" is 
childhood depression. ''We 
have had suicides reported at 
age five," Sanders said. 
He said there is not one 
reason, but added the suicide 
and depression problem is 
parallel to drug use and single 
parent families. 
McCabe agreed the reasons 
for depression are "complex." 
She added drug and alcohol 
usage set up the person "to be· 
in less control." 
Sanders said it is important 
to take everything seriously 
and that nothing can be 
ignored. 
"There are a number of 
.warnings," McCabe said, 
adding the workshop will 
provide information about 
what to do and what not to do. 
· g Center Director 
ders said, ''There is an 
in depression and 
Counselor Eleanor McCabe 
said a number of years ago, 
suicide was not seen as a way to 
cope. 
A teenager may see all the . 
attention given to otqer suicide 
re than h·alf million pay last respects to Washington 
Associated Press 
AGO-The city is paying its 
ts to the late Mayor Harold 
n on Monday, and the 
· g of mourners over the 
made it clear he occupied a 
place in the hearts of many 
' s said more than a half 
people filed past Washington's 
where it lay in state at City Hall 
afternoon. 
er dreamed there would be as 
people here for as long a period, 
ntly night after night," said 
Barefield, Washington's chief of 
field :w.alked .a.m9ng thousands o{ 
visitors still lined up at� a.m. Sunday, 
shaking hands and exchanging hugs 
with mourners. 
A moment of silence in honor of the 
mayor was observed at Chicago's 
Soldier Field prior to the start of 
Sunday's football game between the 
Bears and the Green Bay Packers. 
Meanwhile, political factions, drawn 
mainly across political lines, gathered 
in separate meetings to try to agree 
upon a successor. Alderman David Orr 
is serving as interim mayor, until the 
City Council is able to select a 
replacement to serve until ;m election is 
held, probably in 1989. 
Washington, who died of a heart 
attack.while in his fifth year in office, 
\ 
will be buried Monday at Oak Woods 
Cemetery on the city's South Side. 
Dignitaries from across the nation 
are expected at the funeral service at 
Christ Universal Temple. 
The city has declared Monday an 
official day of mourning, with many 
public buildings closed. Public schools 
will be open for morning memorial 
services and classes will be disnissed 
early. 
Among those planning to attend the 
funeral service are Democratic 
presidential candidates Sen. Paul 
Simon of Illinois former Gov. Bruce 
Babbitt of Arizona and Sen. Albert 
Gore Jr. of Tennessee. 
G o v .  M i c h a e l. D u k a k i s  o f  
Massachusetts, another Democratic 
presidential· hopeful, and his wife 
planned. on paying their respects 
Sunday night, but were unable to at­
tend the funeral, said aide Mark 
Gearan. 
City Hall has been open 24 hours a 
day for viewing the late mayor's body. 
Portia McCaskill, the city's special 
events coordinator, said more than 
500,000 people had paid their respects 
Friday and Saturday. 
Sunday morning dawned gray and 
drizzly, but the lines of mourners grew 
steadily longer and wrapped around 
City Hall. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
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Chicago needs 
to think about 
present, future 
Although Thanksgiving is a time to be 
thankful, many Chicago residents were 
saddened because of the unexpected death 
of Mayor Harold Washington. 
At 1 0 :55 a.m. after returning from a 
morning press conference Washington was 
felled by a major cardiac arrest in his office. 
De s p i t e  m edi c a l  Editorial personnel's attempts to 
, · revive the .rna�or , he 
could not be saved and was declared dead at 
1 :36 p.m. The city was left in shock. News 
casts interrupted m6'rning and afternqon 
programming to inform th-e city residents of 
the news. · · ., 
Sadly as with any public .figure his death 
was turned into a niedia event. · 
Reporters -and news anchors spent several 
hours- going· over the details· of the mayor's 
last minutes , the last public appearance 
before his death and how his death will affect 
the structure of Chicago's government. 
Many Chicagoans traveled to City Hall to 
get their last glimpse at the mayor as he lay in 
an open casket and paid their last respects to 
a mayor Chicago admired and revered. 
Unfortunately · his term as mayor was 
ineffective because of political bickering that 
Chicago is famous for, and this in turn 
reflected badly upon him and city government 
to his constituents. However, Chicagoans 
seem to remember the good things and not 
the bad about the man who some af­
fectionately called "Uncle Harold". 
His ability ·to laugh at his enemies and 
always find the right word to say when 
1. pushed in a corner by opponents · both 
;., angered and delighted Chicagoans. 
Although he was not like·d by many people 
, . he did manage to garner their res.pect. His ;· ultimate dream w�s · to· unify blacks, hispanic {_· , and whites into �me 9ity instead of the divided city it has tieen for years.· . 
. l 
i 
\ 
i 
l 
t I 
Because of his untimely passing, people 
find themselves saying the proverbial "what 
if?" and the political bickering resumes to find 
his replacement. 
- Washington had many projects that could 
benefit the windy city. However , most of 
these projects may lay unfinished or not even 
started. 
Hopefully, instead of playing political 
games, the Chicago aldermen will try to finish 
some of things Washington started. 
True, it is a time to mourn the death of a 
great city's leader, but it is also time to pick up 
the. pieces.and make a smooth transition into 
Washington immortalized in death 
Joe Biden didn't do it, but he 
should have. Gary Hart didn't 
either, but perhaps he should 
have. Ronald Reagan may stil l  
have time do it, but it may 
already be too late. 
W h a t  e a c h o f  t h e  
aforementioned politicians failed 
to do in his time of crisis was die. 
To date , Harold Washington is 
the only politician to use it ef­
fectively. 
Washington , in effect, became 
a Chicago political hero in less 
than 2 4 hours due to an untimely 
Steve 
Smith 
cardiac arrest the day before Thanksg iving. 
Ask anyone before last Wednesday who the most 
popular Ch icago politician is and the answer would 
most l ikey be Richard Daley. A mere 24 hours later the 
answer is changed to a person whose mayoral career 
had been described in much the same way a vacuum 
cleaner's effectiveness is measured. 
While Washington can be accredited for being the 
first black mayor in Chicago, he also earned praise for 
being the fi rst mayor of the liist three to successfully 
win a second term since Daley, whose clogged ar­
teries kil led him in 1 9 7 6. 
In addition, Washington earned respect with l inguists 
worldwide for developing new words of expression . 
"I am not a lump-lump," the now-great mayor once 
said, ending speculation that he was a slacker. 
Washington is also the originator of the phrase 
"hocus-pocus dominocus" which has something to do 
with the tactics one's political enemies use te un­
dermine a mayoral term. 
Perhaps Washington's greatest achievement was 
the creation of "Council  Wars" during his first term. No 
special congressional funding was sought nor d id 
Letter policy 
The Daily Eastern Newswelcomes letters to the 
editor from any reader addressing issues relating to the 
campu"§ community. 
The name and telephone number of at least one 
author m ust be submitted with each letter to the editor. 
Washington have to win public support. 
No, all Washington needed was 50 cou 
different races and ethnic backgrounds to 
"Council Wars." Of this number, 29 sided 
mayor and 2 1  allied with Washington. 
· For three years, the anti-Washingtons 
down anything Washlngton proposed and 
could veto anything Jhey proposed.In· effect, 
; was accomplished during Washington's term 
. Even �fter gaining control of the councl 
Washington ran into problems with public 
education and public health. 
And then , as if a blessing from God, Wash 
dead at the age of 65. Immediately Chicagq 
into "What-if Politics." 
"Washington had several great projects in 
if only he were alive ," foes and allies said 
Washington's death, which interestingly en 
as a "terrible shock" and left many "d 
dened ."  
I f  Washington were alive, cheerful music 
down the halls of housing projects. 
If Washington were alive, l ights would 
evening sky around Wrigley Field. 
If. If . If. 
If Washington were alive at the end of h1 
would be remembered as a lousy mayor w 
much and didn't do enough for blacks. 
Washington's premature death wiped his 
c lean leaving .only grandiose memories. 
This rememberance is much the same 
Reagan, Gary Hart and Joe Biden may 
remembered had scandals not rocked th 
careers. 
Unfortunately, these politicians forgot the 
in the book: "If you can't beat 'em, die." 
-Steve Smith is the news editor and 
columnist for The Dai ly Eastern News . 
Letters must be 250 words or less. 
Only the first three names from letters 
more than three authors will be publi 
further specified. 
Col�mnist confesses early mistake 
First, we are treated to Douglas Ginsburg's 
revelation as to his past improprieties regarding illicit Cross view: chemical substance abuse. Then, in response to the 
media's unfathomable badgering, Tennessee Sen. 
Albert Gore and former Arizona Gov. Bruce Babbitt, 
both presidential candidates (but of course 
Democrats), adm it to prior usage of the very same 
nature. 
Who then is next? 
Perhaps it is my conscience, perhaps ful l-fledged 
foolishness, (or perhaps even the lack of adequate 
column material), but I wi l l  dart around the truth no 
longer. 
Was I not raised on the soil of the brave, born into a 
nation rewarding those for courageous truth , rio matter 
what the cost or personal pain incurred? 
Enough is enough already, I shall mince words no 
more . Forg ive me, Mom and Dad. · 
I have fallen prey to the evil that beset' Mr. Ginsburg , 
Mr Babbitt and Mr. Gore. Yes, as they have said , as a 
lad during the late '60s, I also experimented with 
marijuana. But Bill, you may ask me, are you not still a 
young ruffian , l imber in body as well as soul? 
Ginsburg is 4 1 -years-old,  Babbitt 49 and Gore a 
sprout, wiry 4 1 . You , Bil l ,  have but experienced a 
scant 22 autumns. You, being the omniscient _reader, 
are once again correct. 
· 
But while they are a net result of the mass production 
of baby boomers, I, as a mere child of Watergate and 
the oil crisis, fell prey to the drug not as a college 
student, but rather at the tender age oHour. 
Four? Say it ain't so, you plead. 
.Yes, I fondly remember,but now of course regret, 
thos_e lazy. l�te fall days on the preschoOI playground 
d uring the Age of Aquarius, circa 1 969. i recall passing 
a joint around with the boys, James "Jimmy" Burtowski 
· and Jonathan "Johnny" Slavovich. 
We would l isten to the flip side of Hendrix's "Are You 
Experienced" arid dream about a d istant land with bell­
bottom pants and big medallions . called Haight­
Ashbury .  Because I was still a number of years from 
reaching Piaget's formal operational stage of cognitive 
development, I did not understand the concept of 
peace and a unifying world culture, but at least I knew 
they were real hip things. 
Of course my parents worried about the late n ight 
"jam sessions" with the boys and the series of school 
demonstrations protesting the paper milk straws that 
used to become soggy all too fast, but they tolerated it 
as part of what is known as "finding one's self." 
Luckily, they remained naive regarding my occasional, 
though harmless, marijuana use. 
So although I bel ieve past use of a drug conslde'red' 
The Daily 
Illinois State Un 
once to be a social norm for a generation g 
the '60s is an inappropriate question to 
off icial, let alone an insignificant columnist, 
past to the world's eyes. Yes Mom and D 
Hanenbaumgard (my preschool tea 
Bloomington-Normal , I have a chink in my 
I was only 5 and all the kids were " 
naturally I buckled under peer pressure 
old kid can understand. Yes, I "did it:" 
But, like Mr. Ginsburg , I stress it was 
times during the late '60s, and I, since 
partaken , nor experimented with , any a 
substance. I was young,  I was free-spirit 
I was only5. 
As my dad would quietly tell me. a 
Curious George story to make his son 
cry and wake the Murowskis next door," 
his own grave he must then l ie in it and s 
pack of ravens poke slowly at his fie� 
moralizing always tended to be a bit on the 
side for some odd reason). 
So true , so true Dad. If I had only 
foolish youngster I was. I .am left now 
chance.of forgiveness. Nancy Reagan , If 
· been there to tell me "jl.!St say no!" ma 
playing a happier tune today, say perhaps 
. the federal deficit or the pending 
.. something a l iffie brighter. 
· · But I know I have dodged the skeleton& 
for far too long. Hopefully , soeiety can 
what I w.as, a presctiooler who dreamed o 
but got Nixon. I have changed since, I r 
Will my editor forgive me for ·such 
discretion and allow me to keep my w 
chores? Will my parents ever welcome me 
for another Thanksgiving? Will the student 
hear me out again? 
For these troubling questions, I have 
Rest well  ton ight Mr. Ginsburg, for you 
teary-eyed companion. 
Are there no more foolish , apologe 
waiting in the deep reaches of the cam 
Ginsburg and myself? Misery, I have 
solace in company. 
-Bill Kemp is a column_is� f�r. The Daily, 
. stucient newspaper of Illinois State Unlve 
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rist!Tlas concert to 
ture bands, choir 
music department is 
ring a Christmas 
tion Concert featuring 
cert Band at 7:30 p.m. l'a�!il,��i�E� y in Dvorak Concert � 
"'./' I .. ..  � 
concert is open to the 
Tickets are $2 for 
$1 for Eastern students 
cents for children ages · 
Brass Ensemble and 
Choir will assist the 
t Band for the 
s performance. 
Concert Band, conducted. 
Brawner, will begin 
-rile Earl of Oxford's 
• and· ''The Free Lance 
• by Sousa. 
is our fall concert band, 
have · been .practicing," 
said. 
band will also include in 
ormance an orchestral 
'ption for band of ''Les 
" by Liszt along with 
world's most popular 
march with a favorite 
. Christmas tune: "Jingle Bells 
Forever.�' 
Brawner said the band 
students are looking forward to 
performing in the concert. 
"A Christmas Celebration of 
Songs and Carols," by Alfred 
Reed will be featured in the. 
second half of the program. 
This number will be performed 
by the Concert Choir, directed 
by Robert E. Snyder and ac­
companied by the Concert 
Band . .  
The concert will feature 
guest soloists Alice Keene on · 
harp and Jodi Mizenor on 
organ. 
ROBB MONTGOMERY I Staff photographer 
Shopping season 
Early Christmas shoppers flood checkout busiest day of the year, however, reports say 
lines at a Tar.get store in Champaign Friday . sales are down in comparison to past years . 
The day after Thanksgiving is ·traditionally the 
it i elections canceled because of .violence 
T-AU-PRINCE, Haiti 
National elections were 
abruptly Swiday in 
of widespread violence 
ft up to 27 dead. At least 
were shot and hacked 
th at one polling station 
capital. 
elections were to have 
been the first freely held vote 
in Haiti in more than 30 years, 
following the overthrow of the 
Duvalier dynasty last year. 
From Saturday night into 
Sunday morning, this capital 
city of one million people 
resembled a war zone. Bodies 
lay scattered about downtown. 
Explosions rocked neigh­
borhoods. Gunmen sprayed 
slums and shantytowns · with 
bullets. 
''The election is canceled 
throughout the country," a 
spokesman for the president of 
the Independent Electoral 
Council, Ernst Mirville, said at 
8:50 a.m . ,  less than three hours president and National 
after polls opened. · Ass.,mbly to replace · the 
The State Department said it military-dominated junta that 
had no information on any took power 22 months ago 
injuries to U.S. citizens, in- when President-for-Life Jean­
cluding 12 members of the Claude Duva1ier ended a 29-
delegation sent to Haiti to year family dictatorship by 
monitor the election. fleeing to France. 
Voters would have elected a 
rean Air jetl iner c·arrying 1 1 5  Van iShes near Burma <-
UL, · South Korea (AP)-A · 
Air jetliner carrying 1 1 5  people 
out what happened. 
flight from the Middle East 
Sunday somewhere near 
and apparently crashed into the 
thick jungle, officials said . .  
"It just di8appeared," said one of­
ficial, who spoke on condition of not 
being identified. 
air operations official at Seoul's 
International Airport said KAL 
858 from Baghdad, the capital 
, to Seoul went missing without 
and officials were trying to fmd 
KAL officials said it appeared the 
three-engine Boeing 707 crashed, 
although they would not . rule out the 
possibility of hijacking. Airline officials 
also said a ·bomb may have destroyed 
the jet. 
"There is the possibility that a crash 
.00 off 
Medium, large 
or X·Large Pizza 
· it one per pizza 
1 / 1 6  oz . Pepsi 
with del ivery of 
small or medium pizw 
2 / 1 6 oz. Pepsi's 
with large or �-large 
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Receive l FREE Birthday T-Shirt 
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Nov. 30 
Oct. 30 
Sept. 30 
n Cook Special .3-6 p. m.  1 6  oz. Bud et Pool Game $ 1  
f . . .  J. .... ,,."'
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may have been caused by explosives," a 
KAL airline statement said. 
The jet was carrying 95 passengers 
· and a flight crew of 20, the airline said. 
All but two people, .  an Indian · and a 
Lebanese living in Abu Dhabi, were 
South Korean, officials said. 
The Burmese Civil Aviation Ad­
ministration in Rangoon said the plane 
was over the Andaman Sea, about 150 
miles west of '"he Burmese coastal town 
of Tayoy, when contact was lost. 
The Andaman Sea lies between the 
Indian subcontinent and Southeast 
Asia. 
Officials in Rangoon said the plane 
was making routine contact with air 
traffic controllers at :&mgoon Airport 
before proceeding into Burmese air 
space when it disappeared. 
W :nilfl�rr () � ({;Ibrril�fltm:n� Trr�� IF:nrr Lm 
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Countdown 
ROBB MONTGOMERY I Staff photographer 
A window in Andrews Hall posts the students left for Thanksgiving vacation . There 
countdown of how many days · are left unti l  are now 26 days until Christmas . 
Christmas Day . The count was 3 1  days before 
Pol ls i n· Turkey sho 
· Motherland up fr�nt 
A N K A R A , T u r k e y  The other four parties · 
(AP)-Premier Turout Ozal's race, including the Dem 
Motherland Party, favored to Leftists of former 
keep its parliamentary Bulent Ecevit, were bel 
majority, took an early lead m r n 1 m  u m  1 .0 p e r  
Sunday i n  Turkey's first nationwide required for 
civilian-run general elections in Parliament. 
since the military ceded power Unlike the 1983 el 
in 1983. .that brought Ozal to 
A pre-election public opinion Sunday's balloting was 
poll that indicated Ozal would all legally established 
maintain a majority also Former leaders pre 
showed the main opposition barred from politics 
Social Democratic Populist military were running 
Party was · expected to make head of new parties. 
substantial gains in the 450- Ozal called Sunday's 
seat, one-house Parliament. tions a year ahead of 
The Social Democrats are led to capitalize on the 
by Erdal Inonu, a nuclear stability and economic 
physicist-turned-politician. · he helped foster. M idway Airl i nes pro$pers despite s ize. 
b�t�ht s  20 c ��r���td .0f ttt:: votfu�a�r�a�;r0�.� Just three years ago, the Motherland Party had 36 guarded polling sites 
possibility of bankruptcy was percent of the vote, according and orderly, news 
CHICAGO (AP)-Staying fighter pilot who has led the 
small and steering clear of company since 1985. 'We are 
bigger airlines has helped never going to be a big airline." 
Midway Airlines prosper where Analysts say Hinson 's 
most other similar carriers strategy is largely responsible 
have failed, its chairman says. for lifting the Chicago-based 
"If you are careful and carrier from rough times to 
prudent, you can survive and this year's expected earnings of 
do relatively well,"  said . David $16 million on revenues of 
R. Hinson, a former Navy $321 million. r SJ => => => ::Jj§Ji§JjSJ@t#!t#!@t#Jc=Jr=J@Fl@c=.. -'--'FE?' .' Jerry ' s  P izza & P u b  
Corner of 
4th & Lincohi 
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very real for Midway. to state radio and television. It reported. 
H i n s o n ' s  s t r a t e g y  to said the Social Democrats had Hurriyet News Age 
maintain his carrier's steady 23 .5 percent, foll.owed closely supporters of Mother 
growth includes a gradual by the center-right True Path the center-right True 
expansion from the airline's Party of former Premier Party clashed with sti 
hub at Midway Airport, where Suleyman Demirel with 2 1 .4 stones in the south 
it cntrols 65 percent of the percent. Demirel was ousted by province of Siirt. Five 
· traffic. the military in 1980. were injured, it said. 
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cit-cut pact f8shioned Heirs paying back · 
depression welf8re 
is to complete the 
three weeks, in 
time for Christmas week. To 
accomplish so much in what for 
Congress is so little time, 
legislative leaders will have tp 
get ,rare levels of obedience 
from House and Senate 
members. 
"This isn't the early 1960s 
anymore, when you had (House 
Speaker) Sam Rayburn and 
(Senate Maj ority Leader) 
Lyndon Johnson running the 
House and Senate and there 
was an iron-fisted rule over 
what members did," said 
Stanley E. Collender, a budget 
specialist with Touche Ross . 
and Co. ,  a Washington ac­
counting firm. ''Members are -
increasingly independent,  
especially subcommittee 
chairmen, who we're counting 
on to implement a deal."  
October's stock market 
collapse created a sense of 
urgency that sparked the talks. 
But it still took four weeks to 
work out a deal because of the 
complexities of balancing the 
White House's distaste for 
taxes with the Democratic­
controlled Congress' desire to 
cut defense and protect 
domestic programs. 
M A D I S O N , W i s .  
(AP)-The heirs of ei-�rly 
Wisconsin residents who 
needed county welfare 
money during the Great 
Depression to pay a 90-cent 
electric bill or buy a $1.50 
pair of shoes may get a 
surprise after their relatives 
die. . 
, $5. 72 for a ton of coal to 
heat the home, $19.63 to see 
a doctor and the rest for 
food. . 
Th e dem a n d  for 
repayment incensed her 
sister, Enid - Wichelt of 
Belo\t. 
"I can see going back 10 
years, but to go back 50 
years.. . that was the 
Depression and people were 
starving. It isn't the money, 
it's the principle," Wichelt 
said. 
tertime bla hs can be serious� 
Some Wisconsin counties 
and municipalities require 
that people who got local 
welfare relief, no matter 
how long ago, pay it back. 
However, neither the 
county nor, in many cases, 
the family, will find out 
about the bill until the 
recipient has died, county 
officials said. 
ltowever, officials in Rock 
. and Milwaukee counties and 
the city of Madison also 
argue principle in collecting 
the half-century-old debts. 
(AP)-Common 
can turn into 
· ·cal depression 
'can Psychiatric 
now officially 
an ailment and 
'ct some 450,000 
n. 
Bhortest day of the 
· g in December, 
season for the 
own as seasonal 
rder syntlrome, or 
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SADS, with symptoms such as 
excessive eating, inc.reased 
sleeping and weight gain. 
''We're looking at more than 
just a passing of the blues," 
said Dr. Martin B.  Keller, 
director of outpatient research 
in psychiatry at Massachusetts 
General Hospital. ''In the fall I 
get lots of calls from people 
who feel this depression . ,, commg on. · 
Keller served on a 12-
member panel that studied a 
series of disorders for the 
psychiatric association and 
recommended establishing a 
clinical outline for SADS. 
Keller emphasized that the 
seasonal disorder is not simply 
induced by the environment. If 
it were, virtually everyone who 
lives in a cold climate would 
suffer the syndrome. 
li1 one case earlier this 
fall, the Roclt County Social 
Services Department billed 
the estate of an 86-year-old 
woman for $100.21. 
Irene Schwenpels, a coal 
miner's widow 1 with two 
-toddlers, -got assistance in 
1935 and 1936. She used 
"It's usual y a smal  
amount and in essence, it's 
been a 50-year, interest-free 
loan," said James Bahler, 
financial investigator for 
the Rock County Social 
Services Department. 
"That money we collect is 
used to help those who need 
it today," he said. 
CONSULTANTS TO INTERNATIONAL FIRMS . . ' 
We have clients seeking q ualified individuals with language and area 
expertise regarding foreign markets.  Part� time and fu ll- time assign ments 
available . Foreign Nationals. with advanced degrees from American 
Universities accepted as Visa restrictions will not affect certain projects. 
Expertise in technical, economic or scientific fields is required.  
Send resume, _ in�luding telephone number to: 
S WENSON, CRA WFORD & PAINE 
EXECUTIVE SEARCH DIVISION 
P. O: BOX A-3629 
CHICAGO, IL 60690 
CONVISER-MILLER CPA REVIEW 
COMES TO EASTERN ILLINOIS 
Date : Th u rsday, December 3 
Time :  6 :00 p. m .  
Place : The Un ion Bal l -Room 
• MAY: '87 CPA EXAM - FREE, 
• Yi PRICE COURSE DRAWING 
• 1987 TAX LAW - TEXT DISTRinUTION 
FOOD & REFRESHMENTS 
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appear In the next edition. UnlH• notified, we 
responslble tor an Incorrect ad after Its tint 
Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
Monday ' s  
TV 
Digest 
Crossword 
6:00 p.m. 
2-Wheel of Fortune 
3 , 7 , 2 7-News 
1 0--Cheers 
1 2-MacNeil , L.ehrer 
Newshour 
2 5-Family Ties 
26-Three's Company 
WEIU--Coaches Corner 
CBN-Remington Steele 
CNN-Moneyline· 
ESPN-Sportscenter 
6:30 p.m. 
2-Jeopardy! 
3-PM Magazine 
7 -Hollywood Squares 
1 "0-Barney Miller 
2 5--Cheers 
2 6-Love Connection 
2 7-Wheel of Fortune 
WEIU-News Scan 5 1  . 
CNN-Crossfire 
" ESPN-NFL Monday Night 
Memories 
NIK-Mr . Wizard's World 
_ ,  TNN-Fandango 
6:35 p.m. 
30-Sanford and Son 
7:00 p.m. 
2-Alf 
3-Frank's Place 
7 , 26-Ultimate Stuntman: Dar 
Robinson 
1 0-Movie: "Somewhere in 
Time. " ( 1 980) Christopher 
Reeve as a playwright 
transported into the past. 
Jane Seymour, Christopher 
Plummer. 
1 2-The Sleeping Beauty 
2 5 , 27-Billy Graham Crusade 
WEIU-Film Classic Theatre 
CBN-Father Murphy 
·CNN-News Shaw/Waters/W· 
il liams 
ESPN-NFL Monday Night 
Match-up 
· 
U F-Lady Blue 
NIK-Car 54 
TNN-Nashville Now 
USA-Riptide 
AC ROSS 
1 Osc a r  in " The 
Odd Couple" 
5 Coun terfeit 
9 Take aback 
1 3  R adioact ivi ty 
measure 
15 Money in 
M i lano 
1 6  Ohio county 
17 Fla. c i ty 
18 Slightly open 
19 Adject ive for 
the Styx 
20 A rcher W i l ·  
l ia m and son 
21 Bun holders 
·23 Longbow 
material  
25 Hangs in there 
26 Divine 
reve l a t ion 
29 " H igh Noon " 
c l i m a x  
3 1  Su rvey 
32 Neck of l a n d  
34 S a y  
39 G a r b  f o r  J a ffe 
40 1 040's g r rs t  
42 A p iece of cake 
43 Th rusts 
45 B i rthday 
sec ret 
46 Partake of · 
food 
47 Colonia"l 
patr iot 
49 Ca uses 
confusion 
51 Korean 
shoe m a k i n g  
center 
54 Out of k i l te r  
55 Capone 
• weapon s 
58 Top monk 
62 T roubadou r ' s  
tune 
63 Cabe l l  of 
baseba l l  
6 4  C rea te c loth 
65 Berl i n e r ' s  
quaff 
66 K ind of w i re 
67 G reat quintet  
1:30 p.m. 
2-Valerie's Family 
3-Kate & Allie 
ESPN-NFL Monday_ Night 
Magazine 
N IK-Mister Ed 
8:00 p.m. 
2 , 27-Movie: - "Fatal Con· 
fession: A Father Dowling 
Mystery. "  
3 , 25-Movie: "Secret Gar· 
den. " 
7 , 2 6-NFL Football: Los 
Angeles Raiders at Seattle 
Seahawks 
1 2-0il 
CBN-700 Club 
C NN-Larry King Live 
ESPN--College Basketball: 
Purdue at lllineis State 
LIF-Movie: "Smashing 
Time . "  
NIK-My Three Sons 
USA-Wrestling 
8:30 p.m. 
1 2-Great Performances 
NIK-Donna Reed 
TNN-New Country 
9:00 p.m. 
1 0-News 
WEIU-USA Tonight . 
CBN-Straight Talk 
CNN-News: Walker/Hart 
N IK-Rowan & Martin's 
Laugh·in . 
TNN--Crook and Chase 
9:05p.m. 
30-World of Audubon 
9:30p.m. 
1 0-INN News • 
1 2-Alive From Off Center 
WEIU-News Scan 5 1  
CBN-Courtship of Eddie's . 
Father 
NIK-Monkees 
TNN-Video Country 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3, 7 , 2 5 , 2 7-News 
1 0-Jeffersons 
WEIU-Sign Off 
CBN-Remingtori Steele 
C N N-Moneyline 
ESPN--College Basketball 
Great Alaska Shootout 
Championship 
LIF--Cover Up 
N IK-Ann Sothern 
TNN-You Can Be A Star 
USA-Airwolf 
1 0:05 p.m. 
30-Portrait of America 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Tonight 
3 , 2 5-MASH 
1 O-Magnum ,  P . 1 .  
1 2-Movie: "It's A Wonderful 
Life . "  
CNN-Sports 
NIK-I Spy 
TNN-Nashville Now 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3..:....0uincy 
7-News 
2 5-Hunter 
2 6-PTL Club 
CBN-Burns and Allen 
CNN-News: Walker/Hart 
LIF-Flamingo Road 
U SA-Dragnet 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
30--Cousteau Odyssey 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Late Night with David 
Letterman 
1 0-Movie: "Destination 
Tokyo. " ._  
CBN-Best of Groucho 
NIK-Car 54 
USA-Edge of Night 
1 1 :35 p.m. 
7-Win, Lose or Draw 
Midnight 
3-Richard· Roberts 
2 6-Nightline 
CBN-Jack Benny 
CNN-Crossfice 
ESPN-NFL's Greatest 
Moments 
LIF-To be announced 
NIK-Mister Ed 
TNN-New Country 
USA-Search for Tomorrow 
68 C lassify 
69 R . b.i .  or e.r .a .  
70 Lease i tem 
1 4  Canvas holder 
22 Korean borde r 
river 
· 44 Holmes.  , 
vehicle 
48 Certain 
DOW� 
1 Dundee 
denizen 
2 Fathe r  of T i m e  
3 Type of 
presenta tion 
4 Cop's c udgel 
5 Thick cuts 
6 Son, in 
Cordoba 
7 Bedoui n  
tr ibes m a n  
8 C a t ' s-eye o r  
agate 
9 M i l i tary 
veh i c les 
10 G lenn ' s  l a p  
1 1  N . F . L. t e a m  
1 2  B i l lfold i t e m s  
24 Cardinal  poin t  
26 Makes a 
selection 
27 One-sided 
me lee 
28 Can. province 
29 Sun Belt 
seg ment 
30 Shoshoneans 
33 R a tchet ' s  
partner 
35 Chi ldhood 
keepsake 
36 Shadower in a 
whodun it  
· 37 A ng lo-Saxon 
serf 
38 B a r  c rossers 
41 " Pygm a l ion " 
c reator 
;a:iers 
sJ0090wly 
51 Salk's  
conquest 
52 Shade of brown 
53 Chic or tony 
54 Tangible 
wealth 
55 Small  
projections 
56 G roup of 
t roops 
57 Celest i a l  
phenomenon 
59 Make pastry 
60 K i l n  
6 1  � Un-th rough 
See page 9 for answers -.. .. · .< 
CB' Services Offered 
"MY SECRETARY" RESUME 
packages and typing services. 
Reasonable prices, excellent 
service. 903 1 8th. 345- 1 1 50 .  
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
_________ 1 2/ 1 1 
C O P Y · X  2 0 7  L i n c o l n , 
Charleston, I I .  ( 2 1  7 )345-6 3 1 3'. 
TYPESETTING - RESU M E  
SPECIALS .  
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
"Need someone to do your 
typing at low rates?" Call Jean 11t 
345-6759 after 5:00.  
_______ ,cMWF/00 
CB' Hefp Wanted 
. Earn extra money. Sell Avon. 
Call Pam at 359· 1 577 or Cheryl 
at 235-247 1 or Jan at 258· 
8 1 1 5 . 
--:c--=-==--=-- ----·00 OVERSEAS JOBS . .  Summer, . 
yr. round. Europe, S. Amer. , 
Australia, Asia. All fields. $900· 
2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free 
info. Write IJC , PO Bx 52-IL03 
Corona Del Mar ,  CA 92625.  
_________1 2/ 1  
TEACHERS-Positions are 
available · for December '87 
grads working with ages 0·6. 
Recruitment for positions for the 
cucrent 1 987 -88 school year is 
NOW! Join a developmentally 
oriented ( Piagetian philosophy) 
team of child care specialists. 
• Suburban cam p u s .  Benefit 
Package. Psychology/Sociology 
grads eligible. Phone 3 1 2·945· 
4290. Resumes to Deerfield 
Day Care Center 445 Pine 
Street Deerfield, IL. 600 1 5 .  
_________1 2/3 
CB' Roommates 
Subleasers needed for fur· 
nished Apt. Own room, garage, 
clean & excellent location. 348· 
5593. 
_________1 2/4 
Female subleaser needed: 
Furnished 2nd street apartment, 
own room. 345- 1 606.  
_________ 1 2/4 
2 Bedroom apartment, need 1 
female roommate. 2 bedroom 
apartment,  need 1 male 
roommate. McArthur Manor. 
345·6544 or 345·2231 . 
_______ .__ 1 2/ 1 1 
2 bedroom apartments , 
McArthur Manor. 345·6544 or 
345·223 1 .  
________ 1 2/1 1 
Quiet 1 bedroom furnished 
apartment near square, utHltles 
paid. Available December call 
345·4336. 
________ 1 211 1 
Male subleaser needed. Own ­
bedroom, quiet area, uptown. 
Call 345· 1 589. 
_________ 1 211 
Need 1 serious, studious, non· 
smoking, (upperclass?) Female 
to share with 1 other for sPring, 
nice clean place near campus. . 
1 eo.oo includes all except your 
share electric, water. 345· 
3 7 7 1 . 
_________1 2/4 
1 ·2 non-smokers to share 
bsmt. apt. Patio entrance . Quiet 
neighborhood near · campus. 
Prefer serious, neat upper 
classmen, 1 60 .00 ea. plus your 
share electric, water. 345· 
37 7 1 .  
_________1 2/4 
H uge 2 bdrm. apt. Fireplace, . 
Water and trash p/u paid. $220 a 
month. Call 345·7234 or 345· 
734 1 . 
--��----- 1 2/4 
CB' For Rent 
STU DENT APARTME NTS 
STILL AVAILABLE FOR ONE, 
TWO, OR FOUR PEOPLE. 
PRICE STARTING AS LOW AS . 
$ 1 20 PER MONTH EACH. 
APARTMENT . RENTALS 820 
LINCOLN, 348-7746.  
__________oo 
Dorm Size refrigerators and 
microwaves . still available for 
rent, also vacuums $5 per day. 
348-7746 . . 
__________ oo 
Available now and spring 
semester, 2 bedroom apart. 
ments. Phone 348· 77 46. 
Rooms for women. 1 4 1 5  
Seventh , 6th house from 
campus, 345-537 4 .  $ 1 1 o· 
monthly, utilities included. 
2 · Bedroom house. · Non­
. furnished. 1 1 th and Lincoln. 
345-6544 or 345-223 1 . 
�------- 1 2/ 1 1 
CB' For Sale 
Dodge Aries Wagon, . ' 8 1  , 
nearly new tires, battery. Well­
kept. $2600. MUST SELL. 345· 
3 7 7 1 . 
_________1 2/4 
Found: Two 
covers on 4th 
Weller. PLEASE 
Daily Eastern News 
Monday Nlg 
Bash-Come join 
an informal rush 
7 :30.  At 1 429 1 
friend. 
' ' DO-IT-YOURSELF" 
CLASSIFIED AD FOR 
Name--,----------,-----......1 
Phone 
Address __ :------'--''-- ------< 
Under classification of: 
Dates ta run -------------ti 
COST: 20 cents per word first day, 1 4  
consecutive day thereafter (minimum 1 O 
half price-ad MUST be paid for in a 
checks for amounts less than S 1 .  00. Lost 
run FREE for three days . 
Place ad and money in envelope and depoelt 
Union by 2 p.m. one bualneu day before It 
News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
or in poor taste. 
Student? (Student rate '12 price) 
D YES O NO 
Payment: 0 CASH 0 CHECK 
Campus clips 
The Counnllng Center will hold a workshop 
Tuesday, December 1 from 7-9 p.m. in the 
University Union Rathskeller Balcony. "Child And 
Adolescent Depression & Suicid�A Cry for Help" 
will be presented by Dr . McCabe and Dr. Sanders. 
Kappa Omicron Pl will have an initiation 
organization meeting Monday at 7 p.m. in ASS 
Lounge. 
· 
Lambda Chi Alpha and Sigma Sigma Sigma 
will have pictures with Santa and helpers Monday, 
November 30 through Tuesday, December 8 ,  
1 98 7  evenings and weekend. Philanthropy to 
sponsor a child in India. Presidents and counselors 
have a schedule. $ 1 . 2 5  per picture. 
The Pre Law Club Banquet ha· been changed to 
Tuesday, December 8 at BoOmers. There will also 
be a bske sale on Dec. 8. Members are required to 
be present. 
Campus Clips are published 
as a public service to the c 
submitted to The· Daily Entem 
one business day before date 
date of event) .  Information 
name of sponsoring organ 
Greek letter abbreviations), 
event, plus any other PertirMlnl 
and phone number of submittllr 
Clips containing conflicting 
formation will not be run If 
contacted. Clips will be edited 
Clips submitted after noon of 
be guaranteed publication. No 
phone. Cllps wlll be run one 
event 
onday ' scl . ,. d d 
30, 1 987 ass1 1e a s 
Rttport errors Immediately et 581 ·281 2. A correct ad will 
appear in the next edition. U nless notified, we cannot be 
responsible for an incorrect ad after its first insertion. 
Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 9 
.__ __ h·OO 
LATIONS TO 
, THE NEW 
ERIC A N ­
NEW GRAM-
ARE SO PROUD 
I LOVE, DANA 
___ 1 1 /30 
FOR SKIERS! 
added on 
Sixth Annual 
Ski Breaks to 
, Breckenndge 
from only $ 1 54 
or seven nights 
1cs, parties and 
000 parttc1pat1ng 
tree for full color 
reservations 1 -
1 TODAY! 
----::- 1 2/3 going to Denise, 
Christmas GALA 
And we'll see ya 
..__ _ 1 1 /30 
why you don't 
A CHI ALPHA. 
TOMORROW 
____ 1 1 /30 
!l1' A n nou ncements 
ASA'sl SANTA IS COMING AT 
6 ! SEE YA THERE! 
________ 1 1  /30 
Come see what sisterhood is 
all about at the ALPHA SIGMA 
TAU lnfomial Rush. For rides & 
information call 345-7236. 
________1 1 /30 
Need a place to crash? Or just to 
hang your hat? Find one in The 
Daily Eastern News classifieds! 
________h-00 
ATTENTION FRESHMEN! You 
are about to begin some of the 
best years of your life . . .  Why not 
make LAMBDA CHI a part of 
them? PARTY TOMORROW 
NIGHT 8:00.  
________ 1 1 /30 
TRl-SIGS! SANTA CLAUS IS 
COMING TO YOUR HOUSE AT 
1 0PM.  
________ 1 1 /30 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA-the 
Fraternity of Honest Friendship. 
PARTY TOMORROW N IGHT 
8 :00.  For Rides and I nfo call 
345-9084 or stop by the 
Chapter House at 1 532 4th St. 
________1 1 /30 
Come ski the slopes at the 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU ski lodge. 
Christmas I nformal Rus For 
rides & information call 345-
7236.  1 1 /30 
PIKES! SANTA'S COMING ! AT 
THE HOUSE AT 7 !  
________ 11 /30 
LORI BUSCAGLIA & JULIE 
COPELAND You're almost done 
pledging . . . Keep up the good 
work. I 'm so proud of you ! Love 
from Mom(Zanny) P . S .  Congrats 
on senate Lori! 
Watch for 
the 
Christmas 
Gift 
Guide 
com·ing 
Thursday· ! 
ll1'An nou ncements 
Roses of Sigma Tau Gamma 
actives an(! pledges: Get 
psyched fpr an INCREDIBLE 
week! You're the best. Love, 
Zanny. · 
----...;. ____ 1 1 /30 
Is your college life missing 
something? Come see what 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA has to 
offer you! PARTY TOMORROW 
NIGHT 8 :00 (Across form 
Pemberton Hall) . 
________ 1 1 /30 
Advertise your unwanted items 
in The Daily Eastern News 
classified ads. 
_________ h-00 
Puzzle A nswers 
rs L 0 B• S H A M  I J 0 l T 
c u  R I E L I R A  I E R I E 
o c  A L A  A J A R  I E B 0 H 
T E L l B B B  y p I H S  
-- y E s - L A S T S I  
c A AIC l E I  D U  E L --
p 0 L l 1 p I u l T E A  I T U  T U I A X E S I E A  s y 
! T A B - w  I S H I  D I  H E  
--- H A L E• A D D L E S 
I p u s A N -- A W R  Y• -
T 0 MIM Y G U  H A B B C T 
A L B A I E H  0 s llW E A  V E 
B I E A I .L I V E  I l A K  E S  
s 0 R T I SIT A T  - R E H T  
!l1' Annou ncements 
LAMBDA CHI & TRI SIGS 
PRESENT PICTURES WITH 
�ANTA & HELPERS AT GREEK 
HOUSES & RESIDENCE HALLS. 
_________1 2/4 
Make money · through the 
classified ads . 
_________ h, -00 
Sig Pi's! SANTA WILL BE 
THERE AT 8 !  
________ 1 1 /30 
CAMPUS COP 
CAN1T 60 TO W0RJ<. v TODA'/ . 
1 \-30 
BLOOM COUNTY 
IU M/55 HIM. H€ 
KNCW 1H€ 
VAt.(le or= 
II PlfiJON. 
" �  
I � A  
RHY/11€ AEJO<IT 
HIM 5r.m€ 
Y&AI?� 11610 •. 
I 
Doonesbury 
!r'5 ONLY M€, YOVI? 0Ff5Pl?ING '5 
. M05T Pf<Or'r1!NfNT IWX!eTY . . .  AAlb1t1 ( . 
.. 1H6 fl/Nll flQTlf 111516 50 � BITTCl?5We&T, � !./Ke .J115P@? W!N6 llN/7 5rl611!?., 
r r eet 1ro f!UJWN mRu 
� QT!6W Fifer.� 
! / 
ml/SE ZSJS! TH& N/61/T­
MA!?ES ()VER{ 7HffVl3 
(IJME 70 GET Mc OUT/ 
I ' "' HAI HA.' HA'HAt 
!l1' Annou ncements ll1'An nou ncements 
ATTENTION FRESliM.EN and _ _  .A M Y  _ _ _ _  .. S P O O T E R  -
anyone else that wants to come. '. YOUNG-HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
Party tomorrow night at the BABE!-1 can't wait til we're both 
LAMBDA CHI HOUSE. (Two · "legal"-SCARY! Love, · Megs. 
doors down from Jerry's and ; . 1 1  /30 
three doors up from Marty's) . ' LET'S BASH ! !  Monday Nigh( 
________1 1 /30 : Football party tonight at 7 : 30 at 
Monday Night Football BASH ! ! . the TKE house. For rides -and 
Tonight at TKE house, 1 429 7th information call 345-358 1 or 
ST. Starts at 7 : 30 P.M. 345-4 7 7 5 .  
________1 1 /30 ' ________ 1 1 /30 
t-f-,1 STOMACH HVRT5 
FROM 
JI.LL oi:- ·n-iosi::. V FPDZEN -P l'ZZAS . 
• I llcNT £Vf.N 
IH I N I<:.  
I C.OVt..D � I T  
IN M'{ 
PATl!OL. C/411. . 
----
" 
-· 
by Berke Breathed 
r-�������� .... 
_, lJK£ 7H05e OF 
C/15f'llf( /!£!N8el?(£f(. "' 
\ 
HA ... 
• CllK/.{!CC/ . 
CAI? 5M()()CH'Y. 
Cllf</7 5f/5H/ . • . " 
I� NOT 
OPTIM/51/C . 
\ _  
.// 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
Start your week off right by reading the 
Dai ly Eastern News 
1 0  Monday, Novemer 30, 1 987 
NFL Rou nd u p  
Bears drop Green Bay 2�- 1 O ;  three AFC East teams tied for division 
CHICAGO (AP)-Neal Anderson an'd Packers drove to the Chicago 20. 
Thomas Sanders each scored a Zendejas attempted a 37-yard field goal 
touchdown ' and Kevin Butler kicked which was blocked by Al Harris but the 
three field goals Sunday, leading the Bears fumbled the recovery attempt 
Chicago Bears to a 23-10 victory over and Brian Noble recovered for Green 
the Green Bay Packers. Bay on the Chicago 46. 
Anderson grabbed a 20-yard pass The Packers managed to get down to 
from Jim McMahon in the first half the Chicago 21 before giving the ball up 
and Sanders bolted seven yards for his on downs. 
touchdown in the fourth quarter while Butler then booted his 52-yard field 
Butler conncted on 2 1 ,  27 and 52-yard goal with 2:44 left in the game. 
field goals . The Packers scord on their first 
The victory gave the Bears a 9-2 possession. Wright and Walter Stanley 
McMahon fumbled the snap and Noble 
recovered on the Chicago 41-yard line. 
Fullwood helped move it to the 
Chicago 4-yard line. Zendejas kicked a 
22-yard field goal which was nullified 
by a penalty against John Dorsey. 
Zendejas then connected from the 32. 
Late in the half, the Bears moved to 
the Green Bay 4-yard line and with 
time running out, Butler kicked a 2 1 -
yard field goal for the 10-10 halftime 
tie . 
record and retained their two-game combined on a 66-yard pass to the Bills 27, Dolphins 0 
lead in the Central Division of the Chicago 3-yard line. The Packers Buffalo's defense held Miami to 229 
· National Conference. Green Bay fell to needed three plays before Brent total yards and just 23 on the ground in 
4-6-1 and was eliminated from title Fullwood scored from the 1-yard line handing the Dolphins their first 
consideration. for a 7-0 lead. shutout since 1982 . The Dolphins are 
East with its highest point 
58-20 victory over Buffalo on 
1976 when the franchise 
Baltimore. 
Albert Bentley caught 
down passes, and Eric Di 
for two more. The scoring 
Bentley were the first t.o 
dianapolis back since 1984 . 
In his fourth start for In 
Dickerson topped the 1(}().; 
for the fourth consecutive · 
136 yards on 27 carries. 
The Colts, aided by two 
fumbles,  jumped to a 28-10 
lead on two scores each by 
Dickerson. 
The two teams battled to a 10-10 tie Late in the first quarter, John . now 1-5 against AFC East opponents. Jets 27, Bengals 20 
in the first half and the Bears turned Holland intercepted a McMahon pass The Buffalo quarterback, Jim Kelly, The Jets remained in a 
two key plays into scores in the second deep in Bear territory but the Packers threw two touchdown passes and . Buffalo and Indianapolis w 
half. were stopped and Zendejas' 42-yard Ronnie Harmon ran for 1 19 yards. Bennett blocked a Cincinnati 
Todd Bell blocked a Max Zendejas field goal attempt was wide, breaking Kelly completed 15 of 2 1  passes for 217  attP.mpt and Rich Miano re 
field goal attempt in the third quarter his string of 10 straight. yards , while Marino was 13 of 28 for yards for a tie-breaking 
and the Bears turned it into a tie- The Bears took over and marched 75 165 yards. Marino didn't complete a with 1 :48 to play. 
breaking 27-yard field goal by Butler. yards for the tying touchdown on a 20- pass to either of his two favorite Jim Breech had missed a 
Maurice Douglass intercepted a yard pass from McMahon to Anderson. receivers, Mark Clayton and Mark seconds earlier, but the 
Randy Wright pass late in the third McMahon also completed three other Duper, until midway through the third nullified by the two-minute 
quarter and the Bears then drove 54 passes in the drive for 49 yards. quarter. Bennett blocked the second 
yards for a touchdown capped by On Green Bay's next possession, Dave Miano ran the ball down 
Thomas' 7-yard run up the middle . Duerson intercepted a Wright pass . But Colts 51,  Oilers 27  sideline for the score, get · 
Midway in the fourth quarter,  the the Bears gave the ball right back when Indianapolis kept pace in the AFC from Bennett and Carl How 
Lomax_ from page 1 2  �>�:ll!<ll<�A'!'>�>".!:ll<!'llA'!'>�>".!:•A :!'llA'!'>�>�:·<�<�A�>�:·<•A :�A·>•:•A :•<•A•>•:•<•<•A•>•:•<•<•A•>•>•:•A .. P • • • • • • • • • • 
fit��=�o��t off to a good :::: :@ONGF{�t:filB�TJdtsJ�===== I 
Start ' Completlng 7 Of 9 Passes 
A A A A A A A A A A A '  A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A I ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... for 1e9 yards in the first period ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... :� ... : ... 9. · ·a1 ...... ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ,. ,. ... ... ,. ... ... ... ,. ,. ,. ... ... A ... A ,. "'" ... ... ... ,. ... ,. ,. ,.  ... ,. ... I and he- was 16 of 25 for 279 in A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A 
the opening half. He was 25 for ""
,. 
...
...... ... "" ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ... "' ... ",..,.. ",..""" ",.." � " ... ,.. .............................. ...... ,.. ... ... ,.. ... ,."" ... '",. ...... "",..'" ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,.  ... ,. ,.. ,.. ... ... ,. ,.. ,.. ,. ,. ,.. ... ,. ... ... ,. ... ... ,. ,. ... ... - ,.. ,.. I 42 with one .interception for '" ............ ,. ... ... '",."" ... "",.'",. ... ,, ... ,.'",."',." ...... ,.'",. " ............... ...... "' ... ... ... '" ... ...... '" ... '" ...... ,. ... ,. ............... ,. ............... ,."',.'" ...... ... 
PIZZA TO GO 
JUST $5.95. 
thsfaEo�is drove 33 yards to �=�= � il?����==�i�����==�f��:j;1:�=�= I u l:li\lf.J':{ 'UJUIYJ  .. u1UJYJM.. .. N ow a t  \ l o n i ca l ' -, ,  .!! l' l a La r.l!c the Atlanta 28  On l· ts f1·rst ... ... ... ... ... ... ... " ,.. ,. ,. ,. ... ,. ,,. " ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,.. ,. ... ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,.. ,. ... ... Jl'o _ _ A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A  I ��[� !f �i "::���� �j�j${$i�ij� F::�t��:����f j I �'h�:, ;;11r::: �1k 5 ( :�1� 1 �'.11;��gc 
Pizza 
recoverl.ng for Atlanta on the ... "' ... "' ... "' ... ... "' "' ... "' "' ... "' "' ... '" "' "' ... "' ... ... ... "' "' "' "' '" "' "' "' '" "' "' I ,. ,, ,. ,. ,. ,. ... ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ... ,. ... ,. ,. ,. ,, ,. ,. ... ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. Falcons 25.  :<A:A:<[A<AA :tJA A Af{A A J:EA : L:A A:<J3: AEA :�A ASA A�A A:IBA :¥A :A:A:A:A:A , > 1 1 ,· r  . . . . . .  ,1 "" < ·" " 1 1 1 1 ,  ,. ... .... ,, ,. .... ,.. ,. .... .... .... ,.. ... .... ,. .... I - \. i . , \  ... . t " "·t.· 1'. Atlanta turned it over seven �,....... .... ... .... ... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... "' "  "' .... .... ,,. .ti. ... " ,.. .t1. ,. "' ,. '" .t1. "' h . 1 1  p . 1 1 1 i... 1 " . 1 1 1 1 1 t.·  ... 1 1 1 1 "· ' 1 1 h ,. ,,. h ... .... "' ... .... ,. "' ... .... h ,.. "' ,, ... ,. ,. "' .ti. ,. h ... .ti. ,. ,. h h ,. " ,. ... h ,. h p ays ater w en Matthews .... h .... h ... "' ,.. "' ,.. "' ,.. .......... ,. h .... .... ,. ,.,.,. ,.,. ...... ,. ... ,.. ,. ... ...... " .... h ........... '" ,. .ti. ,. ... ,.,.,. .... ,.,. ... "",.,.,. .... ,,. ........ ,,.,. ,,.,,.,..,. ,. ,. h ........... ,. f bl d f . ,,. ,.. ,. ,.  ... ... ,. ,. ,.  .... ... .... .... .... ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,,. " ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,.  ... ,. " " '" '"  I um e a ter a pass reception, " ... ,.. .... "',.'",,'",.  ... ,.'" ,.'" ... " .... '",.,. .... ,.,. ... ,. ,. ,. ... ,. '",,.,"",.,.. ... "',. ,. ... ,,,,,,,.,. ... ,. ,.,. ...... ,. ,. ,. ,. ,, ... ,. ,. ,,. ,. ,.. "",. ,. ,.,, ... ,.,. ,. ,. 
with E.J.  Junior recovering on I the St. Louis 49. 
It took the Cardinals only In Store Special I three plays to score, with Ch • k S l d S d h Lomax hitting Johnson at the IC en a a an wic I 8 On the 49-yard SCOring play. '.''"o Coach Eddy'> S�cn Shop 
Campbell completed four of ;;.si N. of Old �lain � l>ra ihcn off Lincoln Served with I five passes for 49 yards when Lettuce, Toma to, the Falcons drew even on I Riggs' 1-yard run . Sprouts, Chips, 
Lomax hit Green for 48 & Pickle I 
yards on the first play after the your choice of bread 
kickolf and then completed the w/a I 
three-play, 77-yard drive with I his 25-yard scoring toss to Small Drink 
hili. I 
Also avai lab le w i t h  a 
2-L i ter Bot t l e  of  Pepsi 
for j u s t  $6 . 5 0 .  · 
Exp i re' De..:. 1 7 .  1 9X 7  
PrL"'L' l l l  t h 1 '  l'tH1 po11 \ \  hl' l l  p 1 t.: � 1 n ,!.!  u p  nrJl·r .  
Johnny Holloway's recovery $2 49 o f  a Riggs fumble a t  the St. Now Delivering After 5:00 p, m, I Loui$ 44 got the Cardinals' Good Through Dec, 5 , • FREE DELIVERY after 5 p.m .  Phone 345- 1 433 third scoring drive in motion. � • • • • • • • • • • 
Tonight 
Lantz Gym 7:30 p.m.  
EIU vs . Olivet 
Nazarene 
Your group can win $50 at Tonights 
Basketball game 
Just bring a sign and come to cheer on 
the Panthers 
Sponsored by Coor's ,_ 
Coor's Light 
Stro.h's . and Stroh's Ligl:tt .-
ANNOUNCES 
• '  P IZZA SLI CES 
OPEN U NTI L 6 : 00 pm MON-THU RS ,  3 : 00 pm FRI DAYS 
-------,SUN DAYS 4 : 00 - 8 : 00 pm--------
Mon.day , November 3 0 ,  t 987 t t 
� . . 
___________________: from:,page 1 2  
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Eastern senior 1 58-pound wrestler Chris Simcox spars with a Panther Head Coach Ralph McCausland said he was " impressed" 
teammate during last Monday's practice session in the Lantz with Johnson 's accomplishments in h is first year as a Panther 
Gymnasium wrestling room . Simcox took first in his weight class wrestler. Johnson , however, wrestled in the Panther's dual meet 
over the Thanksgiveing weekend at the Southern Open at the with the Moccasins Wednesday but lost the championship match 
University of Tennesee-Chattanooga by beating his . own team- to UT Chattanooga's Brent Gustafson .  Johnson was pinned by 
mate, freshman Bob Johnson . Although Simcox won the class, Gustafson with 5 : 4 1  elapsed in the match.  
NCAA Basketball 
T on i gh t  7 : 3 0 p . m .  
Lantz G y m  
E I U  v s .  O l i v et N az are n e  
Colorful basketball posters 
to first 2,000 fans 
Spon sored by C ou n try 
C ompan i e s  In suranc e  
All Night special , 
f REE 
DELIVERY 
, - - - - - - COl JPON - - - - - - -1 
I Sma l l  Pizza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ° '  p l u.' 1 .1 x  I 
I MeJ ium P i zza . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 " '  p l u '  1 ,1 ,  f 
I La rge P i zza . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S q '  p l u '  1 .1 ,  I 
I 1 Item Thin Cnist I 
I Not val id I \p 1 ;- , , �  I 
I with any  other offer 1 2/3 1 /87 !  � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 600 Linc Jn 
il!!ll!!ll!!ll!!ll!!ll!!ll!!ll!!ll!!ll!!Jl!!J"" '"  
LITILE MEXICO 
East side of square - Charleston • l  700 Rudy A v e .  - Mattoon 
Featuring Mexican & American_ Cuisine 
Fiesta Hvur 
(Charleston Only) 
Mon - Thurs 5- 7 p. m . 345-2223 
Draft Beer 14 oz . 
75¢ Mon- Thurs . I I free ho"d' oeuv.e• 1 0,30_ 9  p . m . 1 
I� · Fri- Sat 1 0:30- 1 0 p. m . ·� 
Tight on Money before Christmas ? 
LET CAMPUS DOG 
HELP 
Hot Dog 
(Vienna Beef) 
Fries 
Med. Coke 
$2 . 00 
(plus tax) 
Polish Sausage 
(Vienna Beef) 
Fries 
Med. Coke 
$2 .30 
(plus tax) 
Italian Beef 
Fries 
Med. Coke 
$4 . 00 
(plus tax) 
(Good in Store Only) 
1 1  a . m . -1 p.m.  4 p.m . - 1 0  p .m.  
We . Offer Valid 1212 -1211 1  
Deliver ! · 345-572 1  
We 
Deliver ! 
Monday' s  
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Lady Panthers start '87-88 
with 95-7 4 la ndsl ide defeat 
By BARRY BOTTINO 
Sports editor 
Eastern's women's basketball 
team received a rude in­
troduction to their 1987-88 
season as the Lady Panthers 
suffered a 95-74 defeat at 
Purdue University Saturday. 
The Boilermakers, 1 -0, blew 
Eastern out of Mackey Arena 
in West Lafayette, Ind. ,  with 
23 points from Christa LaCroix 
and 20 points from senior All­
America candidate guard 
Sharon Versyp. 
The Lady Panthers got 18 
from junior guard Sheryl 
Bonsett and 12 out of 
sophomore Barb Perkes. 
The Boilermakers led from 
the start and turned a 25-20 
_lead in the first half into a 36-
20 advantage with 7 :31  left in 
the half. 
Purdue took a 52-38 lead into 
the locker room at intermission 
and never looked back. 
"We had 10 assists and 27 
turnovers and those numbers 
have to be reversed if we're 
going to be successful," said 
Eastern Coach Barbara Hilke. 
The Boilers pressured 
Eastern from the opening 
whistle and forced the Lady 
Panthers into 27 turnovers. 
"I thought we did a real good 
j ob - initially of putting 
defensive pressure on them," 
said first-year Purdue coach . 
Lin Dunn. "That set the tempo 
for the game." 
''We didn't rebound a lick and 
it seemed as though we were 
intimidated," said Hilke, whose 
Eastern squad shot just 4 1 .2 
percent from the field (28 of 
68) to Purdue's 62.9 percent 
(39 for 62). 
The Lady Panthers were 
outrebounded 34-32 as junior 
forward Lisa Tyler led Easten 
with seven. LaCroix pulled 
down eight boards in front of 
402 fans in West Lafayette, 
Ind. 
Purdue got 10 assists from 
forward Lisa Jahner alone as 
the Boilermakers dished out 24 
total. 
Jahner scored 12 points 
while fellow forward Jill Sauer 
came off the bench .to score 15 
points and grab seven . 
rebounds. 
"I think from the beginning 
they were intimidated," said 
Dunn, although her Boiler­
makers "did not get going until 
five or six minutes into the 
game."  . 
The only Lady Panther not to 
see action was freshman 
forward Cathy Williams, who 
is recovering from an ankle 
injury. 
The Lady Panthers will begin 
a string of six games in the 
next 1 1  days, as they travel to 
Muncie, Ind. ,  for a meeting 
with Ball State . 
Lomax fires two TD strikes 
as Big Red upends Atlanta 
A T L A N T A  ( A P ) - N e i l  
Lomax passed for 369 yards 
and two t�mchdowns, sparking 
the St. Louis Cardinals to a 34-
21 NFL victory over . the 
Atlanta Falcons Sunday. 
possessions, building a 21-7 
lead. 
St. Louis, 5-6, got touchdown 
passes from Lomax twice in the 
opening quarter, a 49-yarder to 
Troy Johnson and a 25-yarder 
to Robert Awalt. 
the second quarter. 
Ferrell scored his first 
touchdown in the second 
quarter and the other late in 
the third. 
St. Louis also got a pair of 
29-yard field goals from Jim 
Gallery. 
Earl Ferrell also scored twice 
on 1-yard runs and the St. 
Louis defense set up two 
touchdowns and a field goal 
with turnovers in handing the 
Falcons their sixth loss in a 
row. 
The Falcons, 2-9, sandwiched 
a score between the two Lomax 
TD passes when Gerald Riggs 
capped a 71-yard drive on a 1-
yard plunge. 
Riggs had 60 yards on 15 
carries before leaving the game 
with a shoulder injury early in 
Scott Campbell threw two 
touchdown passes to Aubrey 
Matthews, a 25-yarder in the 
second quarter and a 4-yarder 
on fourth down early in the 
Eastern sophomore center Laura Mul l  goes up for a 
last Tuesday's practice session in Lantz Gym . The 
began their season with a 95-7 4 d rubbing at the 
The Cardinals · scored on 
three of their first · four · 
(See LOMAX, page 10) 
in West Lafayette, Ind . , Saturday. Coach Barbara 
returns to action Wednesday when it travels to Mu 
face Ball State . · 
Panthers operi with ON U 
By JAMES BETZOLD 
Staff editor 
Like a hungry college· student 
home for Thanksgiving dinner, the 
Eastern men's basketball team will 
get a taste of home cooking as the 
Panthers open their 1987·88 season 
at 7:30 p.m. Monday against Olivet 
Nazarene in Lantz Gym. 
"I think our team will be ready to 
play," said Eastern head coach Rick 
Samuels. "It's always nice to open 
the season at home."  
In fact, the Panthers will play five 
of their firtJt six games in the 
familiar surroundings of Lantz Gym. 
Return appearances by Wisconsin 
.and Southern Illinois, both of whom 
Eastern visited a year ago, are the 
major reasons -for the abundance of 
home games at the seasons' outset, 
Samuels said. · 
Olivet enters the contest with a 
record of 4-1 , including the 
championship · of the Greenville 
College Turkey Tourrlament. 
"They'll be more game ready than 
we'll be," Samuels said. ''I think 
they'll enter the game from a patient 
standpoint." 
Olivet is led in scoring by 6-4 
junior forward Jeff Prather (21 .4 
points per game). 
Prather also led . the team in 
scoring and rebounding a year ago. 
He was unanimously named to the 
NAIA All-District team . 
Samuels said from all indications 
the Tigers are "building themselves 
around" Prather, who was offered a 
scholarship by West Point but 
elected to attend Olivet because of 
his religious faith. 
"Prather is the man we think 
they'll go t.o consistently," Samuels 
said. 
Prjther is followed closely in 
scoring by 6-6 junior center Dave 
DeFries (21 .2 ppg), who also leads 
the Tigers in rebounding (7.0 ppg) . 
"We've · had a chance to see them 
play," Samuels said. "They're not an 
exceptionally tall team . "  
Olivet, located in Kankakee, is 
coached by Ralph Hodge, who holds 
a 123-1 13 record in nine years at 
Olivet. 
· 
Eastern won the only previous 
contest between the two teams 88-77 
on Nov. 30, 1981.  
This year's game came about only 
after a previous matchup Eastern 
had scheduled fell through late last 
spring, Samuels said. 
Wrestlers drop d ua l  m�e 
win one tit le in  Ten nes 
By BRENT FEENEY ' 
Staff writer 
While Eastern students �njoyed a 
break from classes over Thanksgiving 
weekend, the Eastern wrestlers were on 
the road for a dual qieet against 
Tennessee-Chattanooga and the 
Southern Open meet at Chattanooga. 
The Panthers lost the dual to the 
Moccasins 29-10, but came back in the 
Southern Open to place seven grap­
plers. 
''I was disappointed in the - dual 
meet," said Panther Coach Ralph 
McCausland, "but we came 1-t 
did well in the tournament." · 
"We lost four matches we -ab 
have won," McCausland said of 
Wednesday night's dual meet. "We 
need to work on .our intensity level in 
the individual matches, start con­
centrating more on what we have to do. 
In wrestling, you just can't go through 
the motions, or you'll get burned."  
In Wednesday's dual meet against 
UT-Chattanooga, the Panthers got off 
to a fast start when junior Craig Sterr 
defeated Tom Herring 5-3 at · 1 18 
pounds. Sophomore Craig Campbell 
followed up with a 9-3 victory at 126 
over Scott Corcoran. 
At 134 ,  junior Dean So 
bout to Chris Artarlona by-
4-2 , but freshman David 
his 142 bout by scoring a 
over Jim Niebur. 
The Moccasins' Tom 
scored a 23-8 technical li 
freshman Mark Pflug at 1 
Gustafson defeated f 
Johnson at 158 when 
Johnson at the 5:41 mark. 
At 167, senior Henry 't 
his match 14-8 to Greg 
junior Marty Molina was 
at 177 _ by UT-Chattan 
Buckshaw. 
Freshman Mike Birt 
default his 190 bout to 
because of inj ury , 
heavyweight Copache 
his match 7-4 to Chris 
wrap up the meet. 
Things, however, were 
Friday and Saturday in 
Open. The Panthers 
grapplers in the meet, w 
13  sc�.ools. 
In the meet, senior C · 
(See WRESTLERS, 
